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The North American International Auto Show will mark its 24th
anniversary as a global event next January, but will start slightly
later in the month than it did in recent years.

The Detroit Auto Dealers Association provided a peek at the plans
for the 2013 show Thursday.

Media days will be Jan. 14 and 15, followed by industry previews
Jan. 16 and 17, and the charity preview Jan. 18. The show will
open to the public Jan. 19 and run through Jan. 27.
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Mike LeBlanc, estimator for Midwest Steel, watches as a steel truss is lifted into place Thursday as construction
continues at Detroit's Cobo Center, which is undergoing a $299-million renovation. / Andre J. Jackson/Detroit Free Press
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The event, which traces its roots to the first Detroit Auto Show in
1907, was renamed in 1989 in a bid to transform the show into the
world's most high-profile showcase of new vehicles and automotive
innovation.

After a few bumpy years in 2008 and 2009, during which the
industry was rocked by a deep recession and the future of Cobo
Center as its venue was in doubt, the show has recovered its global
gleam in the last couple years.

Rod Alberts, executive director of NAIAS, said the DADA recently
signed a new five-year deal to stay at Cobo, which is undergoing a
$299-million renovation, to be completed by January 2015.

Alberts also said the NAIAS generated twice as much media
coverage as the New York show, more than three times the Los
Angeles show and seven times the Chicago show.

"We're back to where we were four or five years ago. ... It shows
media are coming back, coverage is coming back. We're where we
want to be now," Alberts said.

The show, benefiting from unusually balmy weather last January,
drew 5,265 media members and 770,932 public attendees.
Manufacturers showed off 42 new vehicles, including 38 global
debuts.

"With the resurgence of the car companies -- Ford, Chrysler and
GM -- and increased consumer confidence, that number will only
get bigger in 2013," Detroit Mayor Dave Bing said. "With a global
audience and international media from dozens of countries, this is
almost feeling like we have the Super Bowl here every year."

The show was bumped back a week for 2013, assuring that it won't
conflict with the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, which
often features auto technologies.

As NAIAS officials continue planning the 2013 show, manufacturers
annually jockey for positioning on the show floor and in the news
conference lineup. Alberts offered a brief teaser Thursday, showing
an early version of a floor plan that showed Cadillac separate from
General Motors' Chevrolet, Buick and GMC brands.

Contact Nathan Bomey: 313-223-4743 or nbomey@freepress.com
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